
AWAKENING TO YOUR INTUITION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For most of us we don't remember how to access our intuitive abilities. You see, we are born with all of our senses 
fully opened, but over time as we begin to grow and become distracted by all that life has to offer - school, friends, 
television, technology etc they diminish. They shut down as we lose the connection we have with our Spirit. 
Children are often told that what they are feeling is 'just your imagination' or that 'it was just a dream' so they 
learn to ignore what they have seen, heard or felt. They lose the trust they have that what they are experiencing is 
valid. They ignore their intuition. Children are very intuitive, however usually by the time they are at school, their 
abilities are beginning to close down because of this conditioning.  
 
With the consciousness rising on the planet, it is becoming more common place to see children with their abilities 
remaining opened. It is important that we nurture these gifts in them, allowing them to feel safe and secure with 
who they are. I refer to them as 'gifts' because they are just that. Intuitive abilities are like an inbuilt GPS guiding 
you in the direction of your life's purpose. It is so comforting to know that you are never alone, and along with 
your team of guides and angels, you can more easily navigate your path. We are all here for a reason and part of 
that is re-awakening and remembering who we are and why we are here. 
 
The good news is you can regain your Psychic abilities with practice and intention. It does take patience and 
commitment, but once you make the decision to do so, your spirit team will be right there with you ready to assist 
- they have never left you. One of the most important factors to progressing on your Spiritual path is TRUST! - If 
you can learn this right from the start, it will make things much easier. Learning to trust that what you are receiving 
is correct and not questioning or doubting that the information is valid, or that it's 'just your imagination'.  
 
 

WhAT Is INTUITION? 

 
 
Everyone is Intuitive/Psychic. Intuition is the ability to acquire knowledge without recourse to conscious reasoning. 
It is the ability to access inner sight, inner sensing and the ability to understand something instinctively.  
We all have access to our intuition every day of our lives - sometimes we choose to pay attention to it and 
sometimes we don't. The times that we don't, we are usually aware that we got the intuitive hit to do something 
different, but didn't listen. These are difficult lessons that bring us back to acknowledging there is something more; 
we do need to take time out to be quiet, to listen and to tune into ourselves, to notice the repetitive signs and 



symbols that appear in our lives leading us to where we are supposed to be for our highest good. It is part of who 
we are and when practiced and applied, is a valuable tool to access the senses that are outside of our 5 physical 
senses.  
 

 
hOW dO I bEGIN dEvElOpING mY INTUITION? 

 
The first step is to ask yourself why you want to develop your abilities. Your reason for wanting to use your Psychic 
abilities needs to come from your heart and be based in love and integrity. If you want to be Psychic because you 
think it will be a fun thing to do or to impress your friends, don’t! If it's coming from your ego there really is no 
point. It needs to be because you want to improve your life and the life of others, because you wish to be of 
service – it needs to come from your heart. You realise there is something bigger than what we are told life 
consists of and you want access to all aspects of yourself; you want growth and transformation on a spiritual level. 
If this feels right for you then continue reading..... 
 
The next step is to put your request out into the Universe. Ask for what it is you want "Universe/source/God I truly 
desire my Psychic/Intuitive abilities to open so that I may be of service. It is my heart’s desire to learn to use my 
Intuition for the highest good of all. I am ready to commit to a regular practice to enable me to use my Psychic 
Abilities responsibly and ethically at all times. I ask for my abilities to open when the time is right for me. Thank 
you. And so it is!" 
 
 
 

GROUNdING OR 
EARThING 
 
 
It is really important to get into the practice of 
Grounding every single day. To connect up you must be 
connected below. 'As above so below', because you 
cannot receive accurate information if you are not fully 
present in your body. You are accessing higher 
information and bringing it down into the physical so you 
must be completely in your body before you begin any 
spiritual practice. There are a few different ways to 
ground your energy and some more time consuming 
than others. It is up to you how you prefer to do it, as 
long as you remember to do it. By Grounding your 
energy you are keeping yourself firmly connected to the 
Earth and if possible it's best to do it first thing in the 
morning before leaving home. You see, it's not only 
beneficial to do it when developing your intuitive 
abilities, but also if you are going to be coming into 
contact with a lot of people. The more intuitive you 
become, the more sensitive you become, so this leaves 
you open to feeling the energies of others more strongly. 
The key component to grounding is ensuring you feel 
firmly connected to the earth and that you have brought 



white light down through your body into the earth below your feet and encased yourself in a bubble of light. You 
ask that only positive energies are allowed to enter this bubble of light and any low vibrational energy must be 
sent away with love. Try to incorporate it into your morning routine. You will feel a difference in a short period of 
time when you practice this. I have provided my Grounding Meditation below. You will know when you feel 
ungrounded as you may feel a bit spacey or day dreamy. Reground as often as you feel you need.  
 
Paste the link below into your browser to access my 'Grounding Meditation 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RO2Uj08qJ2k&t=58s  
 
 
Additional ways to Ground if you don't have a lot of time or need some extra grounding throughout your day: 
 
· Take your shoes off and stand on the grass imagining roots growing from the soles of your feet 
· Go barefoot as much as possible 
· Put your feet into a body of water - the ocean, a lake, a pool or even a bath 
· Get out into nature  
· Eat root vegetables or meat 
 
 
 
 

ENERGY 
 

Everything is made up of energy. From our human 3D perspective, we see everything as solid, and dense, however 
everything around us including us, is vibrating at various levels of frequency. You may hear people referring to 
"Raising their vibration" or living "High Vibe" - This refers to them living their life with purpose, consciously being 
aware of raising their frequency through action to enable them to live a more positive existence. As like attracts 
like, if we are vibrating at a high level, it makes sense that we will then attract other people, places, experiences 
etc vibrating at the same high level. You will notice people who are very positive, happy and confident have people 
gravitating toward that energy. It makes them feel good to be around them - it lifts them up! We are all able to 
achieve this through practice. It's not always easy - we are human after all, and we are prone to good days and bad 
days - that's normal, however we can make a big difference to our overall experience by putting in the work to lift 
ourselves up, by raising our vibrational frequency. How? 
 

 Meditation - The most important one in my opinion  
 Surrounding yourself with positive people 
 Doing things you love 
 Stopping any negative self talk 
 Avoiding negative people or places that you know will bring you down 
 Eating healthy food that is full of life force energy - organic food, raw foods etc 
 Exercise 
 Watching funny movies or anything that makes you feel good 

 
We are interacting with one another's energy every time we come into contact with someone. This is another 
reason we need to Ground as already discussed. Our Auric Field (Aura) extends out beyond our physical body and 
as we walk past someone, or interact with them, our energy is feeling their energy and vice versa. That's okay if 
their energy is positive but what do you think can happen if they have had a terrible day, or are feeling depressed? 
That's right...we take that on. If we are properly grounded however, we can avoid this. It is important that we learn 
how to feel our own energy in order to recognise other energies we encounter. Once we move further into 
connecting with our Guides and Guardian Angel, you will understand the need for this lesson. Knowing what our 
energy feels like is paramount as we need to be able to tell the difference between ours and others. You may have 



experienced walking into a room where
you can usually feel a shift in the energy.
and becoming more aware of how energy
is a great way to learn more about energy.
interested in learning Reiki, I am a Reiki
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
Meditation is a practice that should be
Minutes a day, then that is better than
approx 20-30 Minutes that's great. Any
physically, but mentally and most certainly
 

1. It relaxes you 
2. Reduces stress & anxiety 
3. Lowers your heart rate 
4. Teaches you mindfulness (being
5. Teaches you patience 
6. Raises your vibration (important
7. Allows you to do something just
8. Enables you to connect with your
9. Is beneficial to your overall health
10. Brings you peace 

where the energy feels 'off'. If there has been an argument and
energy. It will feel heavy as opposed to light. It's important to 

energy works is a key factor in developing your psychic abilities.
energy. It is great for self healing as well as for healing

Reiki Master and available for Reiki Attunements. 

 
 
 
 
 

mEdITATION 

be incorporated into your life as often as you can. If you
than not meditating at all but the more you can do the better.

Any meditation you do regularly however is going to benefit
certainly spiritually. Meditation has a myriad of benefits including:

(being in the present moment) 

(important when developing your intuitive abilities) 
just for you 
your inner wisdom 

health and wellbeing 

and a lot of negativity, 
 protect your energy 

abilities. Energy Healing 
healing others. If you are 

you can only manage 5 
better. If you can aim for 

benefit you, not only 
including: 



 
There is a misconception that Meditation needs to be really complex and that it's difficult. That's not true at all. 
The biggest hurdle is letting go of expectation and feeling you need to experience certain things. We are all 
different, our Meditation practice and experiences are also different. They are different from one day to the next, 
one person to the next. I have found that most people feel they have failed and given up because thoughts still 
enter their minds while they are attempting to be still and quiet. You cannot stop your thoughts - it's impossible. 
What you are aiming for is less of them and when you do have them, keep bringing yourself back to the present. 
It's very tempting to let your mind wander off completely, and it will initially, but if you keep bringing it back to 
'now', eventually it becomes easier, the thoughts become less and the space between your thoughts become 
longer. This is what you are aiming for. That space between your thoughts is where you are able to gain insight, 
knowledge & wisdom. Guided Meditation is a great introduction to Meditation. It allows you to focus on the voice 
and the music so you have something to follow along with. There are so many great Meditations out there and you 
can easily find a different Meditation to do every day on YouTube.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

ChAKRA 
ClEANsING 
mEdITATION  

 
Imagine you are at the beach, standing on 
the sand, not a soul insight. This is your own 
private sanctuary. The sun is shining down 
upon your face and the small waves roll 
slowly back and forth brushing across the 
top of your feet each time they meet the 
sandy shore.  
 
With every wave, your feet begin sinking 
deeper and deeper into the sand beneath 
your feet and the rays of the sun beam 
down entering through the top of your head 
and flowing all the way through your whole 
body down through your feet and into the 
sand below. Now, expand the light from 
within you all around you until you are fully 



surrounded by a large bubble of bright light. You are now grounded and protected.  
 
You look up into the sky and begin to feel a few raindrops falling gently on your cheek and off into the distance you 
see a Rainbow begin to form in the sky in a beautiful perfect arc. Now we are going to breathe in each colour of 
the rainbow beginning with red, up through your feet, filling your entire body with ruby red light, then orange, 
breathe it in filling your entire body with bright orange light, then breathe in the beautiful yellow light, as bright as 
the sun, up into your body filling it entirely then emerald green light, breathing it in and filling your whole body, 
next breathe in sky blue light, breathing it all the way into your whole body, then deep purple indigo light, breathe 
it all the way up into your body then finally violet light, breathing it all the way up, through your whole body. You 
have now cleansed each of your chakras which correspond to the colours of the rainbow.   

 

ChAKRAs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CONNECTING WITh
ANd

 
Once we have learned to protect and
Spirit Helpers. These consist of our Guardian
focus on connecting with our Guardian
same.  
 
Your Guardian Angel has been with you
Team that they would be assisting you
and you chose your parents and family.
your Guardian Angel, your Main Spirit Guide,
different stages of your life. You can also
you unconditionally and is right there with
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To connect with your Guardian Angel
 

 Ground and protect 
 Take a few deep breaths 
 Close your eyes and set the intention
 Ask them to step forward so that

 
This is where you need to really just allow
may feel tingling anywhere in your body,
just 'know' they are there with you.  
Always thank them and if you have any
patient with this and if it doesn't come
expected. Signs are all around us if only
 
Numbers are one of the ways Angels communicate
something over and over again giving you
the lyrics give you clarity on what you

WITh YOUR GUARdIAN
ANd spIRIT GUIdEs 
and ground our energy, it is time to move on to connecting

Guardian Angel, Spirit Guides, and Angels & Spirit Animals.
ian Angel however the process for connecting with all of our

you since you incarnated. In fact you made an agreement with
you in this lifetime. You also signed off on what lessons you

family. As you learn and progress so do your team of helpers. 
Guide, then Guides that come and go depending on what

also ask for a Guide to help you with a specific task. Your Guardian
with you always - you see - you are never alone.  

Angel you can simply: 

intention that you would like to meet your Guardian Angel
that you can feel their energy 

allow whatever comes to come and don't put any pressure
body, you may feel warmth, you may see them in your mind’s

any questions for them go ahead and ask then allow the 
come immediately know that it may come in a different 
only we pay attention.  

communicate with us. Feathers are another. You may see
you confirmation on a question you have asked or you may

you were enquiring about. You will begin to pay closer attention

GUARdIAN ANGEl 

connecting with our team of 
Animals. For now, we will 

our Spirit Team is the 

with all of your Spirit 
you would like to learn 

 In general you have 
what you are learning at 

Guardian Angel loves 

Angel 

pressure on yourself. You 
mind’s eye, or you may 

 answer to come. Be 
 way than what you 

see the same image of 
may hear a song and 
attention to what is 



around you and pay particularly close attention to your dreams as this is a common way for messages to be given 
to us.  
 
Practice this daily if you can and you will begin to form a relationship with your Guardian Angel and the same 
process applies with your Spirit Guides. You will feel a difference in the energy and the signs they give you to let 
you know who is with you at that time. Once you can differentiate them you can begin to work more closely with 
them. Take note of where you feel them - are they in front of you, next to you etc.  
 
I understand initially you may feel a bit nervous. Trust that your Angels and Guides love you and are there to 
protect you. As long as you have done your 'grounding and protecting' and asked that only positive energies be 
allowed to enter your bubble of light, you have nothing to fear. Fear unfortunately creeps up on most of us - fear 
of the unknown - fear of what we cannot see, but if you can have complete faith and trust in your Guardian Angel 
& Spirit Guides, and let go of fear, you will progress much quicker. Fear will hold you back. We are multi-
dimensional beings and this is our birth right.  
 

 

JOURNAlING 
 
 
 

Journaling is another really important key element of Intuitive 
Development. The reason for this is it serves a dual purpose. 
Firstly, writing down your experiences and feelings can be very 
therapeutic and healing and secondly it's your number one key 
reference point as you continue on your journey of spiritual & 
self development. This is something you will look back on in 
weeks, months, or even years to come. Journaling is a record of 
how far you have come. There will be times when you feel as 
though you are stuck and haven't progressed even though you 
have, but checking in on your diary entries will confirm you really 
have moved beyond where you were 6mths ago. Journaling is a 
place for you to record all of your experiences - Your Dreams, 
Messages, Signs, Synchronicities, Meditations, and let’s face it, 
it's highly unlikely you will remember something that happened a 
year ago or two years ago if you didn't write it down. It's the little 
details that can be of importance - the pieces of the puzzle. 
Writing in your journal and connecting with your Guides aka 
'Channelled Writing or Automatic Writing’ is a wonderful way to 
receive guidance also. Do not be discouraged if you have times 
where you feel you have come to a plateau in your growth. This 
is a life long journey and cannot be rushed. Patience, however 
difficult at times is vital. Making it a regular practice to write 

down all you are Grateful for will also assist your personal and spiritual development. We take so much for granted 
and through challenging times, it is the small things, the things we can count on that make a difference so writing 
them down bring clarity and comfort to us.  
 
 

 

 



 
 
We all know about our 5 senses - Sight,
physical senses. We call these the Clair
but we will focus on the main ones: 
 

 Clairsentience - Clear Feeling  
 Clairvoyance - Clear Seeing 
 Claircognizance - Clear Knowing
 Clairaudience - Clear Hearing 
 Clairgustance - Clear Tasting 
 Clairalience - Clear Smelling 

 
 
 
 
For the scope of this article, we won't 
later, in a more comprehensive course.
Most people will have one or two main
have all the Clairs opened at once, however
intuitive information. For eg. If you are
strength would be Clairvoyance. If you
if you are someone who just "knows
Claircognizance and so on. You can have
 
 

 
 
 
I am a Reiki Master Teacher, Holistic Counsellor,
Massage Therapist. I provide Sessions in
Holistic Counselling & Intuitive Development
 
 
If you would like to Book a Session with
 
E: narellemonteleone@gmail.com  
FB: @narellemonteleone1 
INSTA: @narelle_monteleone 
W: www.narellemonteleone.com 
 
 
 

ThE ClAIRs 

Sight, Touch, Taste, Smell & Sound but we have so many
Clair Senses and they enable us to connect with Spirit. There

 

Knowing 
 

 go into too much detail regarding the Clairs but can certainly
course. The Clairs are French words and the meanings above are

main Clairs then others will open over time. It's not usually
however it is possible. You will know your strongest Clair 

are meditating and you "see" visually - people, places,
you receive information by "feeling" it, then your strength is

"knows things" without realising how you know them, then
have more than one strength as discussed however.  

CONTACT mE 

Counsellor, Seichim Master Teacher, Oracle Card Reader, Crystal
in Beginner's Meditation, Email Card Readings, Distance Reiki

velopment for Beginners.  

with me or if you have any questions please connect with me

 

 

many more that are not 
There are many of these 

certainly expand on this 
are self explanatory. 

usually commonplace to 
 by how you receive 

places, objects etc, your 
is Clairsentience, and 

then your strength is 

Crystal Healer & 
Reiki Sessions, 

me via:  


